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Sustainability and Competitiveness of Mediterranean Greenhouse and Intensive Horticulture.



BACKROUND

Sustainability of agro - environmental resources is considered of main importance 
at global scale. Simultaneously, the provision of qualitative food products for the
increased needs of the rising population (it is estimated to be more than 9 billion
towards 2050), is causing further pressures to the overall spectrum around the
agricultural sector, enhanced by the related climate change issues. 
Such pressures combined with demographic growth in the area promote further 
an urgent need to invest in productivity improvement, farming efficiency and 
agricultural sustainability. Through development and testing of innovative, green-
house-related technologies the SUSMEDHOUSE project aims to help address these 
issues. Such perspectives constitute a very demanding framework of applications 
provided by multidimensional, scientific disciplines that need to cooperate 
efficiently together to develop different, advanced technologies, so as to provide 
sustainable, agricultural production. Such activities are perfectly combined in the 
core of objectives of SUSMEDHOUSE project, so as to deliver a state-of-the-art, 
inclusive base for further exploitation by operational actors in the field, and to 
increase further the positive impacts towards employment and economic effects 
of the agricultural sector in the region and beyond.

Innovation of Greenhouse Technologies that support Sustainability and
Circular Economy through SUSMEDHOUSE project in the Mediterranean region.

The Need Sustainability of agro environmental sector 
in the Mediterranean region.



Climate change causing an adverse effect 
on the arable lands in the region.

Sustainability around the Mediterranean is 
limited due to several natural and 
anthropogenic reasons, such as rudimentary 
greenhouse technologies and cultivation 
techniques,

Circular recovery is insufficient and almost 
zero in the countries around the Mediterranean 
region,

Pest and pathogen control methods are 
environmentally hazardous, not efficient 
enough and non-precise.

The consortium and the delivarablesResponse

Growers unconsciously use and exploit the 
resources.

The consortium which will 
develop the targeted 
technologies, is established 
by a partnership of 7 
organizations from 6 
countries of the 3 continents
around the Mediterranean 
Sea and beyond 
(Germany), representing the 
extended interest of the 
overall area to the current 
challenges tackled by 
the project’s deliverables:



Cultivation methods, and technologiesProcess

Four cultivation methods, namely, conventional, aquaponic, hydroponic, 
and agro-photovoltaics will be implemented on separate benches of 
SUSMEDHOUSE in order to examine the effect of cultivation method on the 
greenhouse efficiency and preservation of resources. Experiments mainly 
focusing on lettuce, tomatoes and pepper plant growth will be conducted.

Maximization of the output of the greenhouse production while 
minimizing the input need via AI based optimization and advanced 
control and sensor systems including Smart Biosensors

Integrated pest and pathogen management using sexual 
confusion, spraying robotic tools and pathogen suppressive media

Decision support system focusing harvest prediction time for 
the best income

Sunlight and lightning optimization via new solar coating selective 
low emission cover materials

Sustainable and biodegradable growth media

Benefits of advanced, innovative greenhouse 
technologies and tools listed below:



Technologies integrationResult

Benefits of advanced, innovative greenhouse technologies are combined 
successfully within SUSMEDHOUSE. By exploitation of the Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) sector and the dominance of 5G+ networks and 
beyond, such establishments will promote further opportunities to the farming 
community, increasing the efficiency of cultivation systems while preserving soil, 
water, and energy through energy efficiency practices and clean energy 
generation by exploiting novel approaches. Such approaches can promote further 
positive results driving customer-oriented innovation across Europe for more 
productive and sustainable agriculture by:

Helping increasing greenhouse production quantity and 
quality by boosting overall efficiency by at least 20%

Contributing to circular economy in agriculture by 
promoting sustainability

Developing new safer methods for pest and pathogen 
management

Providing efficient resource usage by optimizing energy, 
soil and water resources

Preventing eutrophication

Creating fully automated eco-friendly greenhouses with 
less intensive hand-labour

Utilizing excessive solar energy for plants for 
electricity generation

Utilizing functional coatings for thermal and optical 
optimization of the greenhouse
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For the prototype greenhouses it was decided that two types of coating on 
ETFE (Ethylene and TetraFluoroEthylene) would be trialed: one exhibiting 70 % 
PAR transmittance and a second exhibiting 45 % PAR transmittance. Both films 
will have a low emittance in the IR (Infrared) part of the spectrum. The 
production of the two coatings are currently being upscaled to a roll-to-roll 
sputter system and an upscaled inline lacquer coating system. 100 running 
meters of ETFE will be coated for each coating. 100 running metres of 
uncoated ETFE will also be provided. Three tunnel greenhouses are then due 
to be constructed to test the influence and also the durability of the coatings. 

Regarding the PV integration, the yearly light simulations were conducted in 
past 6 months. In that context, the PV installation patterns and cover ratios 
(CR), shapes, orientations and span numbers of a greenhouse were studied by 
conducting the daylight simulations with the Radiance ray-tracer. The shade, 
light availability, and distribution analysis on the ground level of greenhouse 
were done. Additionally, the daily light integral (DLI) tables were created to 
identify the zones that are suitable for sample crops. As a result, N-S orientated 
greenhouse with a 36% CR was found the most suitable one in terms of light 
availability and homogeneity. As next steps, some more light simulations might 
be conducted depending on the request of partners and last shape of the 
greenhouse. 

Fraunhofer ISE

Prototype greenhouses &
PV integration

Dr. Sophie Gledhill and Özal Emre Özdemir



Fraunhofer ISE
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PV integration
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Figure: Yearly average light distribution maps of the checkerboard (top) 
and straight line (bottom) PV patterns



Among compost mixtures provided with Composter, those including tomato 
and pepper plant residues resulted the more promising for realization of 
peat-free growth media

Two commercial zeolites were selected for making blends with tomato and 
pepper compost.
Two different volume to volume ratios were applied, thus resulting in 8 mixtures 
(Zeo-Compost)
Chemical-physical and biological analyses on parameters relevant for 
assessing correct use in nursery are in progress for all blends.
The most promising Zeo-Compost will be evaluated by means of preliminary 
seedlings growth tests, using target species for SusMedHouse project.
The best performing blend will be proposed for the production of growth 
media at larger scale (3-4 m3), using on-farm composting facility, and for final 
assessment at SusMedHouse.

CNR-ISAFOM

Chemical-physical and 
Biological Properties of 
innovative Growth Media

Roberto Altieri and Alessandro Esposito



Water Online Analysis Europe (WOLA) has been progressing in the 
development of the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) determination. 
BOD is an empirical test in which standardized laboratory procedures are used 
to determine the relative oxygen requirements of wastewaters, effluents, 
polluted waters, fish farms, residues, etc. The test has its widest application in 
measuring waste loadings to treatment plants and in evaluating the BOD 
removal efficiency of such treatment systems.

During this first year of the SusMedHouse project Water Online Analysis has 
been working in the development of the following biosensors:

BOD Microbial Biosensor (MB-BOD) is an automatic system for monitoring and 
calculating the Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) in water. Each analysis 
has a double calibration to ensure the reliability of the results. The analysis time 
for each cycle is one hour compared to 5 days for the standard BOD5 
analytical procedure. The MB-BOD can be programmed to sequentially take 
samples for analysis from different points of the process. For example, the inlet 
or outlet of a WWTW, or even alternate these sampling points. The MB-BOD 
equipment has greater reliability than the BOD5.

POLITOX-RES biosensor allows the measuring and monitoring of the total 
toxicity present in a water sample by quantifying the percentage of reduction 
in metabolic activity of the sensor microorganisms. The duration of the analysis 
is approximately 70 min.
In August, WOLA will start to work in the third biosensor MB-BIOCOUNTER that 
will be jointed with the Automated System of Integrated Biosensors (ASIB)

MB-BIOCOUNTER is a microbial biosensor developed to quantify in an 
automated way, and without human intervention, the concentration of total 
aerobic living microorganisms in the analysed water sample. The time of each 
analysis is around 15 minutes compared to 24h or 48h that would require the 
standard procedure of counting colonies in Petri dishes.

WOLA

Bod Microbial, Politox-Res,
MB-Biocounter

Teofilo Diez-Caballero



The ASIB equipment integrates a PLC, to control the functions of the 3 different 
biosensors and the multiparametric. The Data gathered by the PLC is stored in 
the streaming Database and it is used to calculate the different analytical 
values. AR&TeCS could obtain the Data from 4 different access points: Web 
Application, Http API Endpoints, Database access and Websockets.

The transfer of Data from ASIB and from all the others partners technologies to 
AR&TeCS will allow the integrated control of the greenhouse.

The continuous knowledge of BOD in the irrigation water, allows users to opti-
mize the contribution of new nutrient organic matter. Also, it controls the eutro-
phication and other variations in the composition of the water, which could 
affect negatively in the greenhouse production. 

With the information obtained by the ASIB, it will be possible to adjust and 
optimize the operation of the greenhouse regulating all the sensors and 
actuators. In the case of aquaponic crops, it is of utmost importance for the 
animal species.

In addition to the specific analytical objectives of the ASIB, this technology will 
make possible to measure all time the quality of the irrigation water in order to 
have a traceability and to know the composition of the fertilizers used in the 
greenhouse.

WOLA

Bod Microbial, Politox-Res,
MB-Biocounter

Teofilo Diez-Caballero



WOLA

Bod Microbial, Politox-Res,
MB-Biocounter
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) plays an important role in the biosensors running 
performance which allows early warnings to prevent negative effects to the 
different types of crops. 

Also, joint studies with other partners, using greenhouse AI will make possible to 
analyse the effects of the different variables on the growth and nutritional 
values of the different crops (Conventional, Aquaponics. Hydroponics and 
Agrophotovoltaics).

GREENHOUSE EARLY
WARNING SERVICE



According to the work package number 4, AR&TeCS developed a basic 
experimental AR (Augmented Reality) application for the growers to raise 
awareness of the greenhouse environment. Users will be able to retrieve set up 
values such as temperature and humidity to understand conditions of each 
cabin in the greenhouse. After examining set-up values, user will have control 
part of the greenhouse which could be done through DSS- LabView units. 

For the SusMedHouse project, SED-100A (formerly known as LMX-001) by Sony 
has been chosen. The SED-100A is a near-eye holographic waveguide display 
for integration in customized AR solutions, which provides a minimal footprint 
with a clear view of the users’ greenhouse environment. It is one of the ideal 
equipment’s in the industrial AR systems. 

Sony designed SED-100A augmented reality glasses for instant integration in 
customized hardware. The unit holds a micro display optical engine, which 
main aim is to project graphics for user through a waveguide in the user’s field 
of view (FOW). The result is sharp, monochrome visuals of the readable text for 
the user.

Artecs

Experimental Augmented 
Reality Glasses

 SEDANUR TORAMAN

SED-100A



Artecs

Experimental Augmented 
Reality Glasses

 SEDANUR TORAMAN

Python high-level language has been used during the whole development 
process. Basic libraries such as ctypes, time and sys have been used for the 
extendable functions of the code.

Main concept of the software consists of the visual containers and the objects, 
that will be displayed in the text or imagery format like bitmap (*.bmp) on the 
glasses.

Two buttons provided by the board will be used for the room’s iteration 
applications inside the greenhouse. Temperature and humidity values will be 
shown to growers.

Example output: 
----------------------------------------------------
Artecs  SusMedHouse

Room1 Temperature: 25 Humidity 25
----------------------------------------------------

Future AR experimental application will be done according to SusMedHouse 
greenhouse requirements. In the main greenhouse environment, which will 
consist of 4 different parts, the application will be slightly changed for button 
clicks values. Another sensor values such as wind degree, wind speed, 
weather conditions, etc. may be added to the buttons action.

 



Artecs

Decision support system 

 SEDANUR TORAMAN

AR-TeCS developed a user-friendly Decision Support System (DSS) desktop 
application, which provides various information for the user. DSS seeks to solve 
problems of automated greenhouse system users, integrated with AI/Machine 
learning and control modules. A user-friendly interface will help and cooper-
ate users to dynamically interact with an entire system to control and to follow 
any changes in the greenhouse. It will assist with better decision of resources 
usage on specific plants, giving some advice on which plant should be plant-
ed by considering possible market demands and prices at the calculated 
harvest time. DSS will alarm/provide reports on the greenhouse, sensors infor-
mation like weather conditions, temperature/humidity, etc. 



Artecs

Optimisation Cabin 
Experiments

 SEDANUR TORAMAN

Optimization studies in the cabins continue in the hydroponic system in lettuce, 
tomato and pepper plants using the particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
method.

Cultivation trials for lettuce and tomato plants were terminated.

Lettuce cultivation trials



Artecs

Optimisation Cabin 
Experiments
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Tomato cultivation trials



Artecs

Optimisation Cabin 
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In pepper, the vegetative period and flowering period have been completed 
and the fruit formation period has now been passed.

Pepper cultivation trials

In the next process, experiments 
will be repeated in order to determine 
the accuracy of the data obtained 
during the optimization process.
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